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Why donate?
Supporting WVC is strategic for all corporations committed
to make a difference in the quality and safety of medical
care, enhancing the standard of excellence and impacting
the quality of life around the world.
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What's in it for me?
While your contributions will work toward the greater
good, your company also receives benefits based on the
level of contribution, aligning your brand with a cause that
impacts all people and animals. From signage recognition
to naming rights, there is an opportunity to build brand
awareness as a supporter of advanced medical practices.
*BASED ON 2018 ANNUAL REPORT
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A 90-YEAR LEGACY
WVC (formerly known as Western Veterinary Conference) has grown substantially in size and scope
for since its founding in Logan, Utah, in 1928. Moving to Las Vegas in 1963, WVC has become a leading
continuing education provider. Starting with veterinary meetings in Utah, WVC has hosted an annual
conference every year except for 1981 when it canceled due to a fire at the Las Vegas Hilton.
For 90 years, WVC has been a leader in continuing education for veterinary professionals, and has more
recently expanded to serve human health professionals with timely, relevant education. Through the
Annual Conference and hands-on learning experiences year-round, the non-profit association provides
innovative training and opportunities to engage with other medical professionals. The association seeks
to make more affordable high-quality educational opportunities available to a larger audience while
providing a superior customer experience.
In 2009, WVC opened the nearly 69,000-square-foot Oquendo Center in Las Vegas, just minutes from the
Las Vegas Strip. Built specifically for hands-on medical education, this one-of-a-kind facility provides
an innovative learning environment. Because it’s not attached to a university, the Oquendo Center is
independent and free to offer programs based on demand.
WVC'S MISSION
Our mission is to enhance the lives of patients everywhere by expanding year-round opportunities to
train and develop the skills of veterinary and human health professionals in dedicated state-of-the-art
labs and real world operating environments, where hands-on education meets cutting-edge technology.
BURSTING AT THE SEAMS
The Oquendo Center campus is now at capacity, and WVC faces the exciting challenge of expanding
its footprint to meet the growing demands of the worldwide medical community. We have hosted
26,000 veterinary professionals and 27,000 human medical doctors and surgeons since 2009, and our
opportunities to support these professionals are growing each year.
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A NEW FOOTPRINT
WVC is expanding its campus to increase access to world-class programs, cutting-edge technology,
and state-of-the-art facilities for year-round training and industry growth. We are pleased to announce
the purchase of the Encore building—a large, ultra modern, multi-functional facility located steps away
from our current campus.
Featuring over 71,000 square feet of adaptable space and designed to allow for an additional 16,000
square feet of build-out space, the Enclave is an exciting opportunity for WVC to enlarge its capabilities
as a source for high-level education as well as an event host. The current building includes modern
office designs, a warehouse, multi-functional rooms, a commercial kitchen, an outdoor courtyard, and a
rooftop observation deck overlooking the Las Vegas Strip.
PROGRAM EXPANSION
WVC’s planned expansion doubles its impact—we currently welcome 3,200 doctors of veterinary
medicine for training each year and aim to raise this number to 6,400. For doctors of human medicine,
we currently welcome 3,800 per year and aspire to reach 7,600. The courses that WVC provides enable
medical professionals to learn, train, practice, and practice again, ensuring they are prepared when it
matters most.
WVC takes a more personalized approach to continuing education through a smaller student-teacher
ratio, creating a connected experience during specialized training in an environment that supports
excellence in medical care. Every medical professional who walks through the door has the opportunity
to access a unique hands-on learning model that provides them with the experience to deliver better
care and improved outcomes for all patients.
WHY A CAPITAL CAMPAIGN?
WVC understands that the medical world is changing rapidly. That’s why for over 90 years, we have
adapted and grown the veterinary and human health continued education programs to stay on the
forefront of medical discovery for the benefit of all. To continue this adapting and growing, WVC is
launching a capital campaign. By working with generous partners like you, we can be even more
effective in our mission for better patient care.
WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME? BENEFITS OF DONATING
While your contributions will work toward the greater good, your company also receives benefits based
on the level of contribution, aligning your brand with a cause that impacts all people and animals. From
signage recognition to naming rights, there is an opportunity to build brand awareness as a supporter of
advanced medical practices.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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HOW DID WVC BEGIN?
WVC originated in 1928 in Logan, Utah, as the Intermountain Livestock Sanitary Association.
Meetings in the early years were held at the Ogden Livestock Show.
WHO ATTENDS WVC COURSES AND CONFERENCE?
The primary audience for WVC has been veterinary professionals who attend courses, symposia, seminars,
and hands-on labs to expand their knowledge and earn continuing education credits to maintain licensing
requirements for their state. The WVC Annual Conference welcomes all levels of the profession including
veterinary students, veterinary technician students, veterinary assistants, veterinary technicians, practice
managers, veterinarians, and retirees. We have several participants who have been coming to the WVC
Annual Conference for their entire careers.
Since 2009, WVC has also attracted those of the human medical profession. As the Oquendo Center has
increasingly become known as a state-of-the-art medical meeting facility, it’s been used to host human
medical education meetings, conferences, and labs.
HOW IS WVC FUNDED?
As a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization, WVC relies on registration fees, sponsorship, and facility rental to
fund administration, courses, and events. The WVC Annual Conference accounts for approximately 60%
of revenue, which is invested back into year-round educational programs to make them affordable to
participants.
WHAT IS THE RELATIONSHIP OF WVC AND THE OQUENDO CENTER?
WVC is the parent organization that plans, organizes, and manages events and education taking
place at the Oquendo Center. WVC owns the Oquendo Center as well as the facility to be developed
as part of the expansion.
IS WVC RELOCATING?
No, the expansion will extend the campus to include the new building, located on the same street
as the current WVC campus, but will not replace the Oquendo Center or the WVC administrative offices,
which will still be in use.
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WHY IS WVC LOCATED IN LAS VEGAS?
Las Vegas is a premier destination for conferences and conventions with over 22,000 being held here
every year. Given WVC’s founding tradition of an annual conference, it was determined to be the most
advantageous location for the headquarters.
WHAT DIFFERENCE WILL THE EXPANSION MAKE
TO THE EXISTING SPACE?
Quality healthcare is essential for life. At the heart of healthcare are medical professionals who have
the passion and the skills to improve patient outcomes. WVC is positioned to play an even greater role in
assuring the highest quality of healthcare. With this expansion, we can efficiently use recourses and run
programs year-round to empower medical professionals with advanced skills and techniques to confidently
serve their patients. This increased capacity will allow WVC to enhance its impact with more hands-on
education for both veterinary and human medical professionals, which will ultimately improve everyone’s
quality of life, including that of you and your loved ones.
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WVC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
Immediate Past President
President Elect
Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Veterinary Technician Director

Dennis M. McCurnin, DVM, MS, DACVS
Darwin R. Yoder, DVM, MS
Robert Smith, DVM, MS, DABVP
Brian Poteet, MS, DVM, DACVR
E. David Stearns, RVT
John Burkhartsmeyer, DVM
Gary D. Weddle, DVM
Debbie White, DVM
William (Bill) Wright, DVM
Theresa Fossum, DVM, MS, PhD, DACVS
Morgan McArthur, DVM
Travis McDermott, DVM
Suzanne Russo, DVM, MS
Thomas N. Tully, Jr., DVM, MS, DABVP (Avian), DECZM (Avian)
Brian Darrow, DVM, BS
Shawn T. Tsuda, MD, FACS
Heather Prendergast, RVT, CVPM, SPHR

WVC EDUCATION MANAGERS
Small Animal
Veterinary Technician
Avian & Exotics
Food Animal
Practice Management
Equine
Moderator Facilitator
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Timothy Allen, DVM, DACVIM (SAIM)
Kara Burns, MS, MEd, LVT, VTS (Nutrition)
Jeffrey Applegate, DVM
Robert Sager, DVM, MS, PhD, DABVP
Leslie A. Mamalis, MBA, MSIT, CVA
Ann Rashmir-Raven, DVM, MS, DACVS
Stuart Galbraith, RVT

VETERINARIAN TESTIMONIALS
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“The Oquendo Center and its staff are invaluable resources for K9 Medic, making such a difference for so
many Handlers, Medics and ultimately working K9s! Even since the last class we had for First Responders,
we’ve had multiple cases of Handlers using the skills. One student actually used the skills in the airport on
the way home from Oquendo Center when a service dog got their paw stuck in the moving walk-way. The
student stayed with the dog until maintenance stopped the walkway and then bandaged the paw!”
J O -A N N E BREN N ER, EX EC U TI VE DI RE CTOR AND F OUND E R , K 9 M E D I C

“The Ortho and Soft Tissue Surgery class was outstanding. [I] already did a feline PU ventrally yesterday, and
it took me a little longer, but I like it better, and the suturing tips made the outcome vastly better looking than
my last one a few weeks ago. I will highly recommend the class to one and all.”
D. LO GA N BEEN E, D VM , PA RTI C I PA N T, ORT H OPE D I CS AND S OF T T I S S UE S UR G E RY

“WVC’s Oquendo Center is hands-down the #1 teaching and learning environment for veterinary
professionals. They are able to recreate a true operating room environment, which is something I haven’t
experienced at any other facility. Teaching here is a dream, and I know the participants have a truly engaging
and interactive learning experience that they will never forget.”
BRI A N BEA L E, D VM , HA N DS -O N L A B I NST RUCTOR
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“There is no doubt in my mind that one of the most important and best decisions I've ever made is to attend
the WVC annually and to be trained at the Oquendo Center. I have been proudly attending The Western
Veterinary Conference in Las Vegas regularly since 1991. I then started with the Oquendo Center wet labs as
well as courses that were offered throughout the year. I generally make the trip to the Oquendo Center 4-5
times per year. I have found that the wet labs as well as the courses are taught by extremely knowledgeable
staff and have given me invaluable information that I have been able to bring back to help grow my own
practice. These courses have made me strive to continue my education and given me the knowledge and
drive to add Stem Cell and PRP therapy, Endoscopy, Ultrasound as well as indirectly encouraged me to add
Computed Tomography to my practice.”
EHA B M A L I K, D VM , PA RTI C I PA N T, A N NU AL C ONF E R E NCE AND VAR I OUS H AND S - ON L ABS

“Tortoise Group has had the pleasure of working with the Oquendo Center and their staff for over three years.
The Oquendo Center staff is friendly and easy to work with in terms of planning and preparation, but where
the Oquendo Center shines is the day of the event. Their management ensures that staff is equipped and
prepared for any eventuality, and without the Oquendo Center staff's engagement and assistance, Tortoise
Group would not have been able to accomplish our stated goals. The Oquendo Center is a turn-key facility that
offers comprehensive support for our desert tortoise clinics; I would recommend the Oquendo Center to any
type of veterinarian-related services in southern Nevada.”
KO BBE S HAW, EX EC U TI VE DI RECTO R , TORTOI S E G ROU P

“I received even more surgical instruction than was outlined in the course. The opportunity has
been invaluable, and I believe I will be able to incorporate these skills into our practice readily.”
WVC.ORG

C HA S I E J O HN S O N , D VM , PA RTI C I PA N T, TOP 10 S U R G I CAL PRO CE D U R E S
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“As a surgeon, I have attended numerous training labs throughout the country, and
have encountered very few that are as well designed as the Oquendo Center. While the
auditorium, changing and dining facilities are comfortable and spacious, it is the lab that
I found most impressive. The room design, lighting, and surgical equipment provided
demonstrate a true understanding of what it takes to put on a first class training lab.
When you take time out of your schedule to attend a lab, you want it to be worthwhile.
The Oquendo Center has never failed to provide a great experience.”

RYA N J . G RA BO W, M D, HEN DER S ON, NV

“Multiple times each year my group at Spine Wave descends upon Las Vegas with the
comfort of knowing that the hard part of our lab is over. Once we arrive, I know that all
things lab related are taken care of and I can focus on the scheduled events that I have
aside from the main event at the Oquendo Center.
… Each of my surgeon faculty members as well as our surgeon attendees continue to
speak so very highly of our events [at] the Oquendo Center.”

KEN N ETH G . C O N DO N , DI RECTO R OF PROF E S S I ONAL E D U CAT I ON, S PI NE WAV E , I NC.

“The Oquendo Center continues to be an ideal lab location. The staff is incredibly helpful,
their knowledge base in orthopedics and willingness to contribute to the success of
our education courses exceeds others in the market. The facility is clean, large and
conducive to our programs, which incorporate various learning techniques. We look
forward to hosting other programs at the Oquendo Center in the years to come.”

VA LU ED C U STO M ER
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